At bit.bio discovery, we combine unbiased functional genomic screening with the best human cellular models available, to identify critical genes and pathways driving disease states or provide unique insights into the mechanism of action of drugs. Our company culture is fast-paced and collaborative with a strong commitment to excellent science. We are looking for people who are passionate about our mission and who genuinely care about delivering superior scientific work. We currently have an opening for a

Research Assistant – (F/D/M)

The position can be filled immediately and comprises of the following tasks and responsibilities:

- Cell biology: Culture and manipulation of human induced pluripotent stem cells or stem cell-derived cell types, plasmid transfection, lentiviral production and transduction, flow cytometry, immunofluorescence staining, microscopy
- Cell line engineering using CRISPR/Cas9
- CRISPR screening using CRISPR/Cas9 technology
- Molecular biology: Cloning, plasmid preparations, PCR, qRT-PCR, DNA and RNA extraction

We are looking for future colleagues with the following traits:

- Accurate and reliable work style
- Willingness to take up tasks also outside of own area when needed
- Agility to work on multiple projects with challenging timelines
- Flexibility to work on weekends (on average 1x/month)

We have built an exceptional team of brilliant yet humble individuals, who are driven by results and enjoy tackling the most complex challenges together. We are looking for ambitious, sharp-minded team players who love solving difficult problems. This is an opportunity to become an integral member of a highly productive team and to help grow an entrepreneurial, scientifically driven organization.

To be formally eligible, you should have completed a Höhere Technische Lehranstalt (HTL), a Bachelor’s or a Master’s Degree. Good knowledge on MS Word and Excel is a prerequisite for your daily work. As bit.bio discovery operates in an international environment, good English skills are required.

If you would like to be part of a young and exciting company, please send your application to Sejla Salic (career@bitbiodiscovery.com) no later than April 15, 2022. Note that candidates will be invited for interviews on a rolling basis!

Disclaimer according to Austrian Law: Minimum base salary according to collective agreement for this full-time position is EUR 2,250 per month. Remuneration will be according to experience and performance.

BIT BIO Discovery GmbH, Am Kanal 27, 1110 Vienna, Austria